AN API ABROAD PROGRAM OFFERED TO

THE UNIVERSITY OF BALTIMORE STUDENTS

Kraków
Poland

WHY POLAND?
Kraków is the cultural hub of Poland
Witness Poland's early role in the European Union
and see remnants of Poland's communist past
Mid-sized city with abundance of cultural activities
Jagiellonian University is the second oldest in Central
Europe
“KRAKÓW IS BY FAR ONE OF MY FAVORITE CITIES IN THE
WORLD! ITISRICHINCULTUREANDTHEREARETONSOF
THINGS TO DO, SO THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO ROOM FOR
BOREDOM.”

- KIM N

JUNE 1- JUNE 10, 2020

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

JUNE 1- JUNE 1O, 2020

UNIVERSITY OF BALTIMORE

Studying Abroad may be a noteworthy career and life changing
experience. A study abroad experience may inspire you towards a
new career path, while experiencing a new culture, language, and
history.

WHAT'S INCLUDED
On-site safety, health, and cultural orientation
Accommodations in shared, double hotel rooms for
the duration of the program (daily breakfast and WiFi included)
One group welcome meal and one group farewell
meal
Ground transportation on all API-arranged activities,
as necessary
Medical and life insurance (including medical
evacuation and repatriation)

HIGHLIGHTS
Guided walking tours of Krakow, Kazimierz,
and Nowa Huta
Guest Lecture- Topic: Criminal Justice in
Poland
Visits to Krakow prison, a Victims Advocate
Organization, a Trafficking Victims
Organization, and a Domestic Violence
Organization
Visit to Wieliczka Salt Mine
Day trip to Auschwitz Concentration Camp
& much more!

STUDENT PROGRAM FEE

10-14 Students:

$2,125

15-19 Students:

$1,940

20-25 Students:

$1,845

JOIN THE SCHOOL OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
FACULTY ON A TRIP ACROSS POLAND
The capital city of Warsaw was built on hard work and
self-reliance. Decimated during World War II, the grand
city was painstakingly restored to today’s busy metropolis,
complete with both skyscrapers and richly detailed palaces,
gardens, parks, and beaches. The thriving capital is full of
theaters, museums, and cafés, and noted for its buzzing
nightlife – no wonder it’s the fasting growing city in
Central Europe. Krakow the former capital of Poland has
always been famous for its beauty, charm and culture.
Krakow is unique in its beauty; unlike most Polish cities,
Krakow’s structures survived WWII virtually undamaged. In
addition to these cities, many are also visiting Poland to
visit the well-known concentration camp of Auschwitz.

2020 POLAND STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM
IS OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS ACROSS THE
UNIVERSITY OF BALTIMORE CAMPUS
Join us in Poland for a 3-credit summer course (10 days) that
offers students to experience the culture, history, art, and
elements of the criminal justice process. This study abroad
course will integrate students into the local Polish culture and
students will gain academic knowledge and intercultural
competencies relevant to a global society. Students from a
variety of disciplines will benefit from the depth and richness of
this unique study abroad program.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Dr. Gabriela Wasileski
Office: LAP 512
gwasileski@ubalt.edu or 410-837-5804

LEARNING TRANSFORMED. LIFE TRANSFORMING.
APIABROAD.COM

